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"This technique is quite strong!" Leon had a satisfied smile on his face as he looked at his masterpiece in front of him.

Even though Earthly Plunder was just an Advanced rank Earth Class technique was slightly weaker than Phantom Steps,

Phantom Steps was just footwork. It was not a technique that could cause any damage. So, Earthly Plunder used up more

spiritual energy than Phantom Steps.

However, Earthly Plunder’s destructive abilities made it worth it!

"Let's try out Hurricane Break now!’ Leon walked over to a small bunch of trees.

After that, he clapped his hands together and condensed all his spiritual energy there. With immense power, it immediately

started to roar as it shot toward the trees!

With a few loud crashes, everything that was five to six meters in front of Leon looked like it was struck by a typhoon. There was

rock and dust everywhere, and a dozen trees were struck and collapsed!

At the same time, Leon paled. His legs weakened and he almost fell to the ground!

"What a strong attack!"

Looking at the sight in front of him, even Leon's expression changed!

Hurricane Break was not just an Ultimate rank Earth Class technique, it was even one with a wide area of effect.

It was obvious how strong it was!

However, it taxed him greatly. It felt like it used up over ten times the amount of spiritual energy Earthly Plunder did!

With his power at that moment, he was just barely able to use Hurricane Break once before it used up almost all his energy!

He suddenly understood why sage techniques could only be used at the Golden Phase or above!

If one was too weak, one would not have the necessary power to even use the techniques!

After Leon snapped back to reality, he quickly consumed a Spirit Nurturing Pill.

Spirit Nurturing Pills were something he brought with him everywhere. They helped a sage improve their training, and could

quickly recover spiritual energy as well!

After consuming the Spirit Nurturing Pills, he tried to summon up his energy. The energy that practically already been spent

recovered by around eighty percent.

Right after that, he decided against using Hurricane Break and practiced Phantom Steps and Earthly Plunder a few times.

After he had a rudimentary level of mastery, he noticed that it was getting late. So, he finally left the mountain to head back to the

villa!

In the villa, Iris, Cynthia, and the others already got up and finished washing up. They went over to the dining room and prepared

to have breakfast.

"Iris, where's Leon? Why don't I see him?" Snow asked when she saw that Leon was not around at all.

"Oh, he left quite early in the morning. I don't know where he went," Iris shook her head and said.

When Leon woke up, she was still half asleep, and she did not know where Leon went.

"He went out? Could he have some work to do?" Cynthia said in confusion.

Recently, Leon regularly disappeared because of work. She was already used to it!

"Despicable! That stupid Leon even swore that he would bring us out today! Then he just disappears so early in the morning! Is

he going to go back on his words?!" Ruth pouted and said unhappily.

"Who said I'm going to go back on my words?!"

At that moment, Leon's voice was heard. He walked right in from outside.
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